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Foreword
The leaves have already turned yellow and red, some of them 

have fallen off the trees. The days are getting shorter and now 
we must get used to the fact that if we go home from school at 
5 it's already dark outside. It's November...

Well, the good news is that now you are holding the autumn 
issue of the English school magazine!

Since the editors of the previous issues have graduated, there 
is a new editorial board: Group 2 of 12.d. Most of the contributors 
are from that group. However, if you feel you would also like to 

write an article for the magazine, you are the most welcome. Contact us in the school 
or via email.

Also, we are looking forward to hearing from you what you think of the magazine, 
what suggestions you have or about anything you would like to share with us.

Have a great autumn ... and don't forget: Christmas is coming soon!



3News / Announcements

Are you interested in  
Normann castles and Tudor cities?

Come with us to England and Wales!

Date: 12th August - 18th August, 2017
Means of travel: air conditioned coach (via Austria, Germany and 
Belgium) - two nights on the bus
Accommodation: with families in groups of 2-4
Meals: Half-board (packed lunch available for 3.500 HUF/person)

The trip includes:
• sightseeing in Oxford 
• exploring Wales (Caerphilly Castle, Cardiff)
• a  visit to Warwick Castle and Stratford-upon-Avon (the birthplace of 

Shakespeare)
• a tour in Berkeley Castle 
• a visit to the Gloucester Cathedral
• exploring Bath
• a day in London

Price: 128.800 HUF (includes admission fees to all sights visited) 
+insurance (2.450 HUF - under 14; 3.640 HUF (ages 14-65)
Payment: 40.000 HUF should be paid on booking;  
  the rest by 10th February and 10th April

Contact Ms. Andrea Nyíri (Room 303) or  
Ms. Krisztina Orbán (Room 203) 
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• What are the requirements?
There are short tasks to hand in monthly and in April a ’Fight of Knights’ is going to be 
organized. 

• How can I take part? 
Hand in your answers to your English teacher until the last Fridays of schooldays in November, 
December, January, February and March. You can collect points before the ’Fight of Knights’ 
and achieve a better result in the competition.
Fill in an application form you’ll be given in April & take part in the ’Fight of Knights’ in April.

• Where, when and how can I find the monthly tasks? 
In November and February you can find the task here, in the 4U! magazine.
In December, January and March the questions will be posted on the notice board of the 
English Department (next to Room 303). Look for them!

• Can we use our mothertongue in our 
monthly answers?

The working language of the quiz is English. 
(But yes, if your mother tongue is English. :)

Annual English Quiz
The English Department organizes a quiz for students every year. It takes 
place in April and has a specific theme (e.g. Native Americans, the US, The 
Beatles). This year the topic is:

King Arthur and the Knights of the Round Table

Learn more about this 
enchanting part of British culture

Prepare for the quiz through a 
series of short tasks

Form groups of 4

Read books, browse the 
Internet, ask your friends

Become an expert on King 
Arthur and the Knights of the 

Round Table

Start today and find the 
answers to the questions on 

page 5
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NOVEMBER

1. The legend of King Arthur in literature. 
Match the titles on the left with the names or another title on the right.

„History of the Kings of Britain”                        Sir Thomas Malory
„Le Morte d’Arthur”                                                     Nennius                                             
„Idylls of the King”                                                        Geoffrey of Monmouth                                          
„Culhwch and Olwen”                                                 Mabinogion  
„Dream of Rhonabwy”                                                Alfred, Lord Tennyson
„Yvain and the Count of the Grail”                           St. Gildas
„De Excidio Britanniae”                                               Chrétien de Troyes
„Historia Brittonum”

2. Write the names on the right above onto the timeline.

X________X_________X________X______X______X_____X______ 

3. Heroes. Who were they? Write 2-2 explanatory sentences about 
them.

King Arthur: 
The Britons: 
Lancelot:
Perceval:
Mordred:
Merlin:
Uther Pendragon: 
Gawain:

Round One

Don’t forget to give the solutions to your 
English teacher with the name of your team!
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A great deal is being written and said 
about the Hungarian revolution of 1956. 
If we pay enough attention we will know 
almost every detail about the conditions, 
fights and heroes. Let’s have a look at 
the topic of the revolution from a musical 
aspect. You would never think how many 
curiosities are related to this topic, how 
much the revolution and music have in 
common. 

Broadly speaking music and musical 
events played a major role around the 
revolution. What was on the programme on 
October 23rd, 1956? On that day the Eugene 
Onegin was played in the Hungarian State 
Opera House and the Troubadour was on 
in the Erkel Theatre. The two most popular 
and influential institutes of arts knew how 
to treat the current situation. Almost all 
of the musicians heard the gunfire and 
panic was definitely in the air. During the 
third act militants interrupted the show. 
However, as if nothing had happened the 
cast continued the opera and because of 
their calmness everything went absolutely 
peacefully, even though everyone had 
trembling knees. After what happened, 
the director of the Opera, Aladár Tóth 
was deposed and he was replaced by a 
temporary board of directors. 

The centre of the Hungarian operetta 
music, the Budapest Operetta Theatre also 
took part in the events. A lot of musicians 
and actors participated in the revolution as 
gunmen, and the leadership of the theatre 
was dismissed. The new director became 
the internationally recognized Kálmán 
Latabár. 

Amateur and school conductors - band 
leaders founded a revolutionary committee 
whose claims included the abolition of 

the subject of Marxism at the Academy 
of Music. Their biggest step was when 
they announced the strike of Hungarian 
musicians until the Soviet militaries 
withdraw from Hungary.  

A lot of renowned composers such 
as Járdányi, Szervánszky, even Kodály 
took part in the revolution. Kodály was 
one of the leaders in the intellectual 
revolutionary committee so it is the 
most surprising that after the revolution 
Kodály was awarded and greeted by the 

communist regime on his 75th birthday. 
They didn’t dare not to greet him. 

What happened after the revolution?

After the revolution a lot of Hungarian 
musicians emigrated and almost all of 
them continued playing their instrument. 
Famous and popular classic bands were 
founded, for example: the Philharmonica 
Hungarica in Wien, which included 
some really famous artists such as the 
conductor Zoltán Rozsnyai, or the famous 

23rd October, 1956 -  A Musical Inspiration
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violin soloist, Yehudi Menuhin. 

A still little known Hungarian composer, 
László Lajtha (on the right) composed 
his impressions and thoughts about the 
revolution in his 7th symphony. As a 
consequence, he wasn’t allowed to go to 
Paris, and unfortunately this prevented him 
from becoming a recognized composer, 
even if the French Academy wanted to 
award him. 

Going by the popular music we can 
realize that a lot of musicians were inspired 
by the revolution. Even Sir Elvis Presley, 
who needs no introduction, wrote a song 
about it, called “Peace in the Valley”. Our 
Hungarian pop musicians also wrote some 
masterpieces like Tamás Cseh, or Gábor 
Presser.

I started writing this article as a 
curiosity and a little bit of presentation. 
However while I was writing and listening 

to the songs related to this topic, I clearly 
felt the power and the mood. Maybe we 
should be grateful that we were not born, 
but, and here’s the point, we have to be 
proud of them and need to know that 
they stood up for themselves. The central 
question then becomes: Do we dare to do 
the same?  

Domonkos Kárpáti (12.d)

Due to the fights at the Hungarian Radio, a studio was set up in the Parliament in order to  
continue the broadcast. They had only a few records of classical music, which were often 
played. One of these was the Egmont Overture by Beethoven. It became the symbol of the 
revolution and it can often be heard to this day in the commemorations. 

1956
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Tom Hanks takes on the role of 
Professor Robert Langdon for a third 
time. The moviegoers met the professor 
in 2006 in the film: Da Vinci Code. It 
became such a big success that three 
years later we could flock to see the 
sequel: Angels and Demons. Although 
both films were successful, they received 
negative reviews from critics.

 When Inferno was announced, 
immediately I got curious as to what 
they will make from the book and to see 
if this movie is better than the previous 
ones. My interest only grew when I saw 
the trailers and how they were filming 
it. I was looking forward to a fast-paced, 
exciting movie based on that. And now 
let’s see why Inferno fails to meet the 
expectations. 

Robert Langdon wakes up in a hospital 
in Florence, just remembering something, 
when he is attacked, and from that 
time he is running from one location to 
another. Even the hospital doctor on 
duty, Sienna Brooks gets involved and 
suddenly a mystery must be solved. An 
evil scientist wants to destroy a part of 
humanity, saying  that overpopulation 
should be prevented, and if the number of 
people keeps on growing, measures must 
be taken.   He makes a virus that would 
do the job. Our heroes try to find the 
place where the bag containing the virus 

is hidden. This is the story in a nutshell, 
making sure I avoid spoilers.

First, the positive factors: the beautiful 
locations where they were filming. It’s a 
little thing, but it adds a lot to the movie, 
because it is now (unfortunately) unique. 
And, of course the soundtrack composed 
by Hans Zimmer, who did his job with the 
quality expected of him. I’m telling you I 
really enjoyed listening to his work. The 
actors were also good. They did not show 
the same Academy Award-winning acting, 
but it was totally convincing.  

What is bad in the movie? I’ll tell you: 
everything else! I have not seen a film 
with such a bad cut. I mean a person 
suffering from epilepsy should not watch 
it, because he is definitely going to get a 
seizure. What is more,  there are mistakes 
in it: we can see a dialogue with Florence 
houses in the background, then in the 
next shot there is a yellow tram  passing 
by - definitely that part was filmed in 
Budapest... 

Director: Ron Howard
Stars: Tom Hanks, Ben 
Foster, Felicity Jones
Budget: 75 million dollars
IMDb (now): 6,6 points
Metacritic: 36/100
Based on the novel Inferno 
by Dan Brown
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The plot is so complicated that people 
simply can not follow what is happening. 
It is full of screws, fo example it is really 
shocking when Tuesday comes after 
Wednesday. 

In addition, the dialogues are badly 
written, which is even more painful 
because good actors say the lines. The evil 
character might be eligible for the worst 
evil character award of all times. 

The chemistry between the characters 
does not work. It is a love story between 
Tom Hanks and the head of one of the 
major world organizations but it does not 
work.  

The CGI (Computer-Generated 
Imagery) is not impressive either. I do not 
understand how they were not able to do 
something better for 75 million dollars. 
Something could have been made for so 

much money, effects that can make us 
jump out of our skins (e.g.  in The Matrix) 
The director simply did not have eyes to 
see what was happening on the screen. 
This film is nothing more than a scenario 
spoiled. I really do not understand why 
David Koepp, who wrote the screenplay, 
is still in Hollywood. He has not been able 
to present anything worthwhile since 
Jurassic Park. 

In short, Inferno was one of the most 
disappointing films of this year’s autumn. 
Although I do not want to be pessimistic, 
I think it might be the last time we see a 
big screen adaptation of Dan Brown. If 
not, then the next one will surely not be 
directed by Ron Howard. 

Márton Szakos (12.d)
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Froth on the Daydream
Colin falls in love with Chloé. Chloé falls in love with Colin. A lotus grows in Chloé’s 

lungs. A mouse.

In 1947, the French author Boris Vian wrote his surrealistic novel: L’Écume des jours 

(Froth on the Daydream). It has several adaptations, but the most popular one is the 

movie directed by Michel Gondry starring Audrey Tautou and Roman Duris from 2013.

Balázs Beno Fehér, leaving the University of Theatre and Film Arts in 2014, adapted 

and directed the play of Boris Vian’s famous novel. It was just too succesful and it has 

had to be kept on up till now. All of the characters are played by his former classmates. 

The play is as surreal as the book itself, and the scenery reflects the mindblowing 

world of the novel. The actors are brilliant and after the first part you can’t believe 

how much time has already gone. One joke comes after the other really fast. Beno’s 

idea is that you keep changing your viewpoint until the end of the play by turning 

or moving your chair. Moreover, towards the end of the second part you have to put 

on your coat and, following the playing actors, you have to go outside of the building 

for the rest of the performance. I don’t want to tell you more about the play, because 

I want you to go and see it! ;)

In the main roles: Bálint Bán (Colin), Kata Bach (Chloé)

The next date: 21st November 2016, 22:30 Ódry Színpad

(Grab your tickets as fast as you can, because they’re sold out very fast!)

Hanna Rohály (12.d)
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This section of the new English magazine shows you different places where you can go with 

friends, family or anyone. The products at these places are at a normal price so you don’t need 

too much money.

Now we would like to take you to one of our favourites. It’s called The Box Donut. The speciality 

of this place is that the donuts are not round but 

square-shaped. Each of their donut is unique as they 

are handmade. There are more than 25 flavours you 

can choose from. None of the flavours are ordinary, 

they make for example strawberry-basil, creme 

brullee or even some odd ones like lavender. Also, 

they have season specialities like marshmallow-

chocolate, which reminds us of hot chocolate. These 

donuts aren’t so unhealthy because they are fried in peanut oil and only colouring-free ingredients 

are used. They also think of people with diabetes, that’s why they have sugarfree donuts.

We tried six flavours including a sugarfree one. The best one was „the box” which is named 

after the place. I think it is not a coincidence. The flavours are perfectly in harmony. The cooked 

vanilla cream is tasty together with the cooked dark chocolate cream. The price for a donut is 390 

HUF and I think it is worth it. 

We recommend it to everyone.

Anna Bálinger & Dóri Kacskovics (12.d)

THE BOX - Donut & More

Location: 

1066 Budapest Teréz krt. 62.

(opposite Nyugati railway station)

M3 Nyugati tér

Opening hours:

Monday-Saturday: 7:42 - 20:08

Sunday:  9:42 - 20:08
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Hello Rome!

Have you ever thought about going to Italy with your class? We had, so we went to Rome this 
summer. 
How did everything start? We met on 30th June in front of our school with our baggage. It was 

only 4 am so we were really tired, but excited as well!
We went by bus so we could visit several awesome Italian cities. Our first 

destination was Padova. After 10 hours of sitting on the bus we were glad to 
go for a walk in the city. Every Italian city has its own atmosphere. I love that 
almost all Italian people use their bicycles. They always smile and it makes me 
happy. We finally arrived at Monselice in the evening where we slept the first 
day. Monselice is a typical Italian village, it was so incredibly beautiful. 
On the second day we continued our journey to Rome. We saw the Leaning 

Tower of Pisa and the Cathedral next to it. It was breathtaking to see in real 
life how much the tower is in fact slanted. After looking at the sights we went 
to the beach and had a swim in the Mediterranean Sea. Amazing! 
We arrived in Rome in the evening, and went straight to the house where 

we stayed: Villa Mater Redemptoris, the guesthouse of our sisters (the Sisters of The Divine 
Redeemer). Sister Teodora helped us with everything: from giving us transport passes and 
organizing our pilgrimage to St. Peter’s Cathedral (via the Holy Door) to letting us cook dinner 
in the evenings. We made Italian and Hungarian dishes: enjoyed the spaghetti as much as the 
„lecsó”.  Our rooms were comfortable, they had big balconies. We liked them so much because 
we could sit on the balcony and see the beautiful city by night while we were chatting.
We tried to visit as many famous sights as possible 

in Rome. We were at the Colosseum, in St. Peter’s 
Basilica,  saw the Angel Castle, the Pantheon, Piazza 
Navona, Campo di Fiori to mention just a few. We were 
waiting in line for 4 hours to see the Vatican Museums, 
but finally we could get inside. Later we agreed that it 
was worth the effort. The Sistine Chapel, the ancient 
statues, Reneaissance paintings had a great impression 
on us. So did the ancient ruins one can see everywhere 
in Rome. We walked through the Forum Romanum, 
the Palatine Hill, saw the Circus Maximus, where they 

had chariot races in the ancient 
times (as we can remember from the film Ben Hur).  On the day we saw 
it there was a different show: a rock concert. The forms of entertainment 
have changed over the centuries...  It was near the Circus Maximus that 
we could check who is honest and who isn’t. Fortunately, the Mouth of 
Truth (Bocca della Verita) didn’t bite off our hands.
We walked a lot during those days. Sometimes we got lost and our feet 

always hurt. We had lots of free time so we could try many cool Italian 
restaurants and coffee bars. And of course, we were shopping in Rome. 
We bought presents for our family members and close friends. Bocca della Verita
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On the way to home we stopped to see Assisi. It looks like a city 

in the Middle Ages. Fortunately, the weather was really sunny 
and warm, we didn’t have to use our umbrellas.
I think that all of my classmates enjoyed this special class trip and 

we got memories for a lifetime. We hope to go back some time as 
we all tossed a coin into the Trevi Fountain...

Boglárka Schack (12.d)

The Trevi Fountain

Our class standing in front of 
the Colosseum

1. Where can you pay with the 
following currencies?
1. rupee - India
2. taka - Bangladesh
3. lev - Bulgaria
4. ruble - Russia
5. kuna - Croatia
6. lari - Georgia
7. shekel - Israel
8. tugrik - Mongolia
9. rand - South Africa
10. dirham - Morocco
11. rupiah - Indonesia
12. hryvnia - the Ukraine
13. dram - Armenia
14. zloty - Poland
15. kroon - Estonia
16. birr - Ethiopia
17. yen - Japan
18. leu - Romania

2. Match the capital cities with the countries.
a. Kabul - Afghanistan
b. Yerevan - Armenia
c. Chisinau - Moldova
d. Wellington - New Zealand
e. Santiago - Chile

f. Doha - Qatar
g. Nicosia - Cyprus
h. Dakar - Senegal
i. Amman - Jordan
j. Nairobi - Kenya

Travel Quiz: 
Answers (May 2016)  

3. Choose the correct answer
1. What is the most visited tourist attraction in the world?
A   Times Square   B Disney World    C The Colloseum  D  Eiffel Tower
2. Finish this phrase with a well-known Italian city: “All roads lead to _” 
A  Naples                 B Venice     C Rome D Verona
3. Which city was once known as Byzantium and Constantinople?
A  Ankara         B Istanbul     C  Nis  D Odessa
4. What continent has the most World Heritage sites?
A  Asia         B  Africa     C  Europe D North America
5. Which is the only US state that has no natural lakes?
A  Maryland B  Nevada    C  Hawaii D  Washington
6. The Parthenon in Athens is dedicated to which deity (god / goddess)?
A  Zeus  B  Artemis    C Athena D  Poseidon
7. Which of these rivers flows into the Indian Ocean?
A  Congo          B  Niger     C Nile  D Zambezi
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K POP World Festival - Korea

Kpop World Festival is a Korean event 
which is held in South Korea every year. 
Producers of Korea’s biggest social medias 
collect dancers and singers from all around 
the world to perform on a big stage and 
show their best. For those people who love 
Korean pop music the biggest aim is to be a 
participant of this festival and win the grand 
prize.

This year me and my team (4Divas) got 
an invitation to Seoul (the capital city of S. 
Korea), and we had the chance to be a part of something that means the Dream for us. We 
spent 12 days there, we had dance practices from 8am to 12pm. We met many people from other 
countries (Nigeria, Italy, Sweden, Nepal, China, Vietnam, Indonesia, Malaysia, Japan, Russia, 
Mexico, Israel, India, United States), and we could work with famous choreographers. We stayed 
in luxurious hotels and buddhist temples. Everything was provided by the producers of the event 
(food, accomodation, etc.). We also spent days to discover the most famous places of Seoul, 
walked around in traditional clothes and recorded our song in a studio.

South Korea is really famous for its music (kpop), beauty products, temples, traditional villages 
and all kinds of entertainment. 

At the end of our stay we performed on a huge stage that was built only for us in a stadium with 
20.000 seats for the audience. It was an unbelieveable experience. We also won the Audience 
Favourite Award, which means that from all the 15 groups we won their hearts with our dance. 

Melánia Glattfelder (12.d)
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"If it 's what I think it is, we've got some 
work ahead of us."

ENGLISH KINGS AND QUEENS

1. Look at the list of names. Which two were not the names of 
English (British) kings? 
 Henry    Richard Michael John Edward Philip 
 William    Stephen  James Paul Charles George

2. Look at the list of female names. Which two were not the names 
of English (British) Queens?
 Anne Sarah Mary Elisabeth     Margaret       Victoria  

EGYPTIAN WORD SCRAMBLE 
What are the words?

LENI  __ __ __ __
IISS  __ __ __ __
HPXISN __ __ __ __ __ __
MMMUY __ __ __ __ __
BCSAAR __ __ __ __ __ __
YIPMRAD __ __ __ __ __ __ __
PNCAOIC __ __ __ __ __ __ __
NABISU __ __ __ __ __ __
YPPRSUA __ __ __ __ __ __ __

AUTUMN WORDSEARCH

Find the words on the right hidden in the chart.

E A X W A L R S T S T F

T K W Q U E E F G C N Y

F B O O T S F A E I D L

H A E A R C I L S K A I

M F E O E A P L S C S E

A W H H E P U M P K I N

S I H K A R B E T P R D

E A A N E Y N M R O A C

O R J X K V S N C G R Q

H L E A F S C A R F I O

Scarf
Tree
Acorn
Hay
Apple
Fall
Pumpkin
Sweater
Boots
Rake
Pie
Leaf
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When do we use the gerund (-ing form), the base form 

(infinitive without to) and the infinitive? 
Here is a quick guide:
The Gerund (-ing form) is used:
• after prepositions (Paul apologized for being late.)
• after certain expressions (It’s no use trying to do everything yourself.)
• as a noun (subject or object of a verb)  (Reading is a wonderful pastime.)
• after certain verbs: 

 can’t stand consider  give up   don’t mind 
 deny  finish  admit  carry on 
 enjoy  suggest  practise  keep on 
 avoid  imagine  risk 
  (Have you ever considered going to another continent? 
     I’ll do the shopping when I’ve finished cleaning the flat.) 

The Bare Infinitive (base form / infinitive without to) is used:
• after modal verbs   (They can swim.)
• after the verbs let, make   (The teacher made us learn all the words.)
• after would rather, would sooner, had better    (You'd better tell me what happened.)

The Full Infinitive (to + verb) is used:
• after adjectives (It's nice to see you.)
• after first / second/ third/ last / best/ only etc (He was the last one to finish the race.)
• after too and enough  (They are too young to vote.)
• to express purpose (I am going to the shop to buy some bread.)
• after certain verbs: 

 agree  choose  dare  decide expect  forget  help 
 hope learn manage  need offer promise refuse 
 seem want would like     (I decided to call her.  I want to go to the zoo.) 

• after the objects of certain verbs  
 advise  allow ask beg encourage expect 
 help invite need order remind  tell 
 want warn teach persuade   would prefer   
 would like (I want her to go to the zoo.)

• after question words (how, what, where, when etc.)    (I don't know what to do.)

TO DO? DOING?
DO?

Verbs that can be used with the gerund (–ing) as well as the full infinitive (to + verb) 
(with no change in meaning)
 begin              start  continue  like love hate
 (I started to learn / learning Spanish two years ago.)

Verbs that can be used with the full infinitive and the bare infinitive 
(with no change in meaning)
 help dare 
 (Can you help me (to) pack?)
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Verbs that can be used with the gerund (–ing) as well as the full infinitive (to + verb)  
with change in meaning

• remember      
I remember doing something = I did it and now I remember this (I remember locking the door)
I remember to do something =  I remember BEFORE I do it ( I remembered to lock the door, so 
I did it.)
•  forget 

  forget +-ing form = forget something that has already happened  
    (I will never forget seeing the Niagara Falls.) 
  forget + full infinitive = forget something you are supposed to do 
    (I forgot to post the letter.)

• stop 
  I stopped smoking  = I gave up the habit.   
          I stopped to smoke  = I stopped doing something else and I had a cigarette.
•  try 

  try doing something = experimenting, do sth to see what effect it will have 
      (If you are feeling sleepy, try drinking coffee.) 
  try to do something = make an effort    (I'll try to come tonight.)

•  regret 
  regret + -ing = regret something that has already happened 
    (She regretted talking to her sister like that.) 
  regret + full infinitive = be sorry to do something   
    (I regret to inform you that the tickets have sold out.)

Exercises
1. Put the verb into the correct form.
a) How old were you when you learnt _____________ (drive)?
b) I don’t mind _____________(walk) but I’d rather ___________ (get) a taxi.
c) It is impossible ______________ (translate) some words.
d) When you see Mary, remember _____________ (give) her my regards.
e) This knife is only for __________ (cut) bread.
f) I’m looking forward to _________ (go) on holiday.
g) I stopped ___________ (play) cards when I got married.
h) It’s not safe _________ (stand) on that chair.
i) Has it stopped __________ (rain) yet?
j) ’How did the thief get into the house?’   ’I forgot __________ (shut) the window.’

2.  Translate the sentences. 
1. Elfelejtettem megcsinálni a házi feladatot.
2. A munkások beleegyeztek, hogy szombaton is dolgozzanak.
3. Élveztük a városnézést.
4. Tom megpróbálta megjavítani a TV-t.
5. A tanár bátorította a gyerekeket, hogy használják az új kifejezéseket.
6. Ki nem állhatom a mosogatást.
7. A fiú meghívta a lányt, hogy menjenek el egy étterembe este.
8. Megálltam, hogy megigyak egy csésze kávét.
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Useful phrases and expressions

Plants
branch - ág
bush - bokor
grow plants - növényt termeszteni
leaf (leaves) - levél
moss - moha
petal - szirom
pot plant - szobanövény
root - gyökér
seed - mag
soil - talaj, termőföld
sow - vetni
stem - szár
thorn - tövis
tree - fa
trunk - fatörzs
twig - gally
water - öntözni
weed - gaz, gyom

Animals
amphibian - kétéltű
bark - ugat
bird - madár
breed - tenyészt
cage - ketrec, kalitka
carnivore- húsevő
domestic animal - háziállat
farm animal - farmon élő állat
feed on - táplálkozik vmivel
fish - hal
herbivore - növényevő
herd - csorda, falka
insect - rovar
kennel - kutyaól
leash - póráz
mammal - emlős
marine - tengeri
muzzle - szájkosár
natural habitat - természetes élőhely
pet shop - állatkereskedés
predator - ragadozó
prey - zsákmány
reptile - hüllő
species - faj
stroke - simogat
vertebrate - gerinces
vet - állatorvos
wildlife - vadvilág, vadon

Natural disasters:
drought - szárazság
earthquake - földrengés
famine - éhínség
flood - árvíz
forest fire - erdőtűz
hurricane - hurrikán
tornado - tornádó, forgószél
tsunami - szökőár
volcanic eruption - vulkán kitörés



19Environment
Environmental problems:
acid rain - savas eső
climate change - éghajlatváltozás
deforestation - erdőirtás
destruction - pusztítás
endangered - veszélyeztetett
exhaust fumes - kipufogó gázok
(become) extinct - kihal
extinction - kihalás
fertiliser - műtrágya
fossil fuels - szerves energiahordozók (szén, olaj)
global warming - globális felmelegedés
greenhouse effect - üvegház hatás
industrial - ipari
hole in the ozone layer - ózonlyuk
landfill - szeméttelep
nuclear waste - nukleáris hulladék
oil spill - olajszennyezés
pesticides - rovarirtó
polar ice caps - sarki jégsapkák
pollutant - szennyező anyag
pollution - szennyezés
power plant - erőmű
smog - szmog
weedkiller - gyomirtó
waste - hulladék, pazarolni
water shortage - vízhiány

Being green
alternative sources of energy - alternatív 
energiaforrás
biodegradable - biológiailag lebomló
disposable - eldobható
eco-friendly - környezetbarát
environmentally friendly - környezetbarát
energy-saving - energiatakarékos
organic - bio
recycle - újrhasznosítani
renewable energy - megújuló energia
solar energy - napenergia
solar panel - napelem
sort rubbish - szelektív hulladékgyűjtés
sustainable development - fenntartható fejlődés

Useful verbs
avoid - elkerül
prevent - megelőz
minimize - minimalizál
reduce - csökkent
select - kiválaszt
sort - válogat
be aware of - tudatában lenni
collect - gyűjt
recycle - újrahasznosít
encourage - bátorít
convince - meggyőz
save - takarékoskodik

water power - vízenergia
wildlife reserve - vadrezervátum
wind turbine - szélturbina
World Heritage - világörökség



20 Exam Practice

A. Interview

•   Would you like to have a garden? If so, what would you do with it?
•   Have you ever had a pet? Would you like have one when you grow up?
•   Why do people keep pets?
• Would you keep an exotic animal? Do you know anyone who loves them?
•   What do you think of zoos? What are the advantages and disadvantages?
•   How can ordinary people protect the environment?
•  What natural disasters are common in some regions? What about Hungary?
• What can we do to reduce air pollution?
• Do you know of any ecological disasters? What happened and what were the 

consequences?
• How can we promote environmental awareness?
• What is the most acute global problem?
• What does sustainable development mean?
• How can we reduce our carbon footprint?

B. Situation
You are organizing an Earth Day at your school. Discuss 
the plans with your classmate (the examiner) including the 
following points:
• time
• events:  

Contest? Guest speaker? Concert? Food show?
• wasy to involve students
• what to do after the event: writing a report /article

C. Picture based discussion
These pictures show different problems of our planet. Talk about them including the following 
points:

- the causes of the problems
- what effects they have
- what governments should do
- what we can do to protect the environment

Environment



21Crossword Puzzle
Halloween

Solve the crossword and send the solution (in the highlighted area) to our 
email address

1
2

3
4

5
6

7
8

9
10
11

12

1. An evil woman.

2. Creatures that look ugly and frighten people.

3. An animal that has eight legs and loves the web.

4. Sweets.

5. The bones that remain after a person dies.

6. You can see a lot of these in the cemetery.

7. A large pot for boiling things in it.

8. Casper is one of these.

9. People carve it and put a candle in it in this 

season.

10. A creature that sucks blood.

11. If you see it cross the road in front of you, it 

brings bad luck.

12. You wouldn't want to sleep there. It's scary.

Anna Bálinger (12.d) 



22 Jokes

I saw a poster today, somebody was asking 
“Have you seen my cat?” So I called the 
number and said that I didn’t. I like to help 
where I can.
  _______

If I got 50 cents for every failed math exam, 
I’d have $ 6.30 now.
  _______

At a first date:
I called the hospital but the line was dead. 
  _______

An elderly man was on the operating table, 
about to be operated on by his son, a 
famous surgeon. Just before they put him 
under, he asked to speak to his son: 
"Don’t be nervous, boy, just do your best 
and just remember, if it doesn’t go well, if 
something happens to me… your mother 
is going to come and live with you and your 
family."
  _______

My dog once ate all the Scrabble tiles. He 
kept leaving messages around the house for 
days.

  _______

“Excuse me, sir, have you seen a police 
officer around?”
“No, not a soul, actually.”
“Very good, now give me your wallet, watch 
and laptop!”
  _______

Teacher to Paul: “Wake up, Paul! You can’t 
sleep in class!” 
Paul to teacher: “I could actually, it’s just 
that you’re a bit loud.”
  _______

Why is it that bicycles fall over so often? 
They are two-tired.
  ________

Q: What do you get when you crossbreed a 
refrigerator and a guitar? 
A: Some really cool music.

  ________
Funny Quotes:

My neighbors are listening to great music. 
Whether they like it or not.
  *
Sometimes I drink water - just to surprise my 
liver.
  *
Organized people are simply too lazy to 
search for stuff.
  *
I am nobody. Nobody is perfect. I am 
perfect. 
  *
Somebody said today that I'm lazy. I nearly 
answered him.
  *
If a man said he’ll fix it, he’ll fix it. There is no 
need to nag him every 6 months about it.
  *
Every rule has an exception. This rule is no 
exception.
  *
War never decides who is right. War only 
decides who is left.
  *
A train station is where the train stops. A bus 
station is where the bus stops. On my desk, I 
have a work station...
  *
Whenever four New Yorkers get into a cab 
together with no arguing, a bank has just 
been robbed.
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